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THE PRADO ON THE WEB:
An eternal beauty braid for the digital transformation of the Prado 
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1. About GNOSS
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Our mission

• We are a technological SME that has been working for more 
than 15 years in the construction of Knowledge Graphs and the 
Web of Data (Semantic web)

• Who collaborates with organizations in transforming human 
intelligence into technological intelligence ...

• And that promotes the development of the socio-digital life

We work in Spain, with offices in Bilbao and Logroño (La Rioja)
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What we are?

Deep Understanding AI in Spanish (but not only)  
[based on the explotation of Knowledge Graphs semantically interpreted]
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GNOSS is a way to integrate distributed and 
heterogeneous data into an interrogable knowledge 
graph

Making a knowledge graph on the principles of the linked data web  
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2. About
The Prado Museum Project 
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2.1. The Prado Museum are 
conversations
(Paraphrasing the first one of the 95 thesis of Cluetrain Manifesto)

http://www.cluetrain.com/
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Museums are conversations. 
A reflection on the present of Museums at the 
dawn of the 21st century
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Conversations between people who do not live in the
same time, discussions with authors and their works,
forms and colors, works and its period, its epoch,
history...
But also among coetaneous people who enjoy at the
same time that experience, the current experience of
Prado Museum

¿What does “current experience of Prado Museum” mean?
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A Museum is also a 
collection of stories, of 
narrations, of tales that 
interest, fascinate, excite, stir 
or discourage, tire …
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Now we have the tools to realise the
idea of Imaginary Museum which, as a
premonition, was formulated by André
Malraux even at 1947, a writer and
political activist, who was French
minister of Culture between 1958 and
1969.

With the Imaginary Museum, Malraux
appointed a personal museum in which
each individual could configure, like an
album of photographs, its own museum.
It was a Museum which assumed, as a
sole expository criteria, the taste and
subjectivity of whoever who created it;
an ideal and portable museum without
wall and without spatial or temporal
limits.

The first edition of the Musée Imaginaire was published in 1947, the second, which is presented as the
first part of Voix du Silence, in 1951. You can consult the spanish edition in "El Museo Imaginario" in Las
Voces del Silencio. Visión del Arte, Buenos Aires, Emecé, 1956, pp. 10 -126.

Making real the Imaginary Museum. André Malraux: 

https://es.wikipedia.org/wiki/Andr%C3%A9_Malraux
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2.2. The digital transformation project 
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From 
the website of the Prado Museum

to 

the Prado on the web
(and everything is on the web)
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What does the “Prado on the web” mean?

• To extend to the web the essential experience of the Museum: visiting the collection,
conversation with the works and their authors, exposure to beauty, colors and shapes…

• integrating all museum activities in a new digital layer, which mainly ...
• connects the processes of generation of information and knowledge of the museum with

publishing processes, eliminating as far as possible, narrators, reporters or
intermediaries.

• In short, what is done is what the public sees -both external and internal, which is what
ultimately builds its own story, its own museum.
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Is The Prado on the web a project of digital 
transformation?

It would be so in the case it impacts or transforms (digitally) the three areas, large areas or
domains that are worths being distinguished in any organization (let's see if this has been so
in the case of the Museum):

• The experience of users/visitors,
• The changes in operational processes (especially in the conservation/

documentation/publication and communication of the collection, which is the backbone
of the organization of the museum)

• and the business model of the institution that has been open to new possibilities.

(Vid: George Westerman, Difier Bonnet and Andrew McAfee: The Nine Elements of Digital Transformation, MIT Sloan Management Review, January 07, 2014)

http://sloanreview.mit.edu/article/the-nine-elements-of-digital-transformation/
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2.2.1. The new users
experience
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... just one day later, social networks 
and the media showed that, in 
general, users "feel" that the Prado 
was different, they had changed their 
relationship with it…
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The Prado is at the forefront of museums in the network
(Tendencias 21, 11/12/2015)

Digital summit (Portada de El País, 11/12/2015)

it pampers the virtual visitor (20 minutos, 11/12/2015)

The Prado on a screen (el Mundo, 11/12/2015)

a “new experience” (La Razón, 11/12/2015)

Do not miss it (El País Cultura, 11/12/2015)

The Prado “à la carte” – ambitious digital project
(ABC Cultura, 11/12/2015)

open 24 hours (Expansión, 11/12/2015)

The Prado takes charge of digital projects in museums 
(@MRB_Art_Gallery, 10/12/2015)

I have fallen in love at first sight (@teijekun, 10/12/2015)
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Mass Media: Newspapers …
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sentiment of the public 
the day after the 
launch…
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Social Network: Twitter…

“ I think I 've fallen in love with the new website Prado Museum”
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Social Network: Twitter…
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Social Network: Twitter…
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…and specialized audiences recognized that the project 
had introduced a (radical?) novelty in the way that the 
museum experience on the web is  extended and so it is 
the international museographic discourse
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Digital Model of The Prado…
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… translated into French and English the next day
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My Prado… 
My Imaginary Museum, 
Imagined…

The project aimed to extend the museum to the web in
order to make available to the public the rich set of

resources and content that constitute its heritage in a
kind, simple, practical, intuitive, exciting and
interesting way and… it seems that that's what users
say that has happened..
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Two months later…
The web has 

30% more visits (rising with every passing month), 
especially on mobile devices, which have almost 
doubled.

Visits which stay longer on the site.

In addition, about 700 users have shared their favorite 
routes.
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2.2.2. the new operational 
processes management of 
the museum
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The means to get this new model of user's conversation with the 
Prado, this new experience of the Prado, has been by 

integrating and putting work together all knowledge 
assets of the Museum (put to work the data of the 
Museum): Cataloguing and Documentation, Archive and Library, 
Communication, the department of Education, the Friends of the 
Prado Museum ...
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Two years before…
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The Prado Museum website before the 
"Prado on the web" 

Everything appears 
offline and produced in a 
distributed or 
departmental manner

The collection does not 
stand out compared to 
other web content
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General search engine:
it only enabled searches by 
author or title

The Prado Museum website before the "Prado on the web" : the search engine

Advanced search engine: 
it required knowing from the 
start what the user intended to 
search. It was useful primarily 
for professionals and archivists
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A search engine that did not use Museum data to refine or reasoning 

It did not allow refining 
or reasoning:

It was not possible to restrict the 
result set of the previous search 
in a second, third ... round
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… and a fact sheet on the work that briefly gave 
technical documentation data

Fact sheet of the
work of art:

It simply submitted 
technical information and 
cataloging of the artwork, 
without integrating 
relevant information 
generated by other areas
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In the Prado on the web the Prado is presented as such from the very first click
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The Prado on the web: metasearch and search
Summary and faceted search leads to results that actually exist and that makes possible the countless
conversations between users and the collection based on interests that the museum does not know.
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The Prado on the web: fact
sheet of the work of art

Integration of information produced by
the different areas on the fact sheet of
Work and Author:

It is visible what everyone does,
without intermediaries, without
editors …

COMMUNICATION

DOCUMENTATION

FRIENDS OF THE MUSEUM FOUNDATION

CATALOGING / 
DOCUMENTATION
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The Prado on the web: connected knowledge…
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The means to integrate and work together all knowledge assets 
of the Museum has been by building the Graph Knowledge of 
the Prado Museum, a way to integrate and represent 
information that allows you to discover and investigate any 
issue from a deeper and more intuitively perspective, and enjoy 
a more semantically aware web.

… in a Knowledge Graph 
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Digital
Model of
The Prado… MUSEO DEL PRADO SHOP

WEB USERS

CATALOGING / DOCUMENTATION

F. FRIENDS OF THE 
MUSEUM 

F. FRIENDS OF 
THE MUSEUM 

EDUCATION

COMMUNICATION (WEB CONTENTS)
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The Knowledge Graph in figures

• 58,500 contents

• 17,000 works

• 2,700 authors

• 20,000 documentary elements (lectures, activities, 
exhibitions, etc.)

• almost 8M triples 
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COMMUNICATION AREA 
WEBSITE contents

The Prado on the web integrates key operational processes of the organization

CATALOGING / 
DOCUMENTATION

Database cataloging: Internal
SAC

FRIENDS OF THE MUSEUM 
FOUNDATION

Voices of the encyclopedia

MUSEO DEL PRADO SHOP
Products

TWO YEARS AGO … THE WEBSITE OF THE PRADO
Each area of the Prado has its own information systems

NOW … THE PRADO ON THE WEB
The different areas of the Museum integrated into the Prado website

THE PRADO MUSEUM WEBSITE
MUSEO DEL PRADO SHOP

Products

CATALOGING / DOCUMENTATION
Database cataloging: Internal

SAC

COMMUNICATION AREA 
News, Events, multimedia, etc

Monitoring web content

OTHER AREAS
tenders, vacancies

EDUCATION
Newsletters

EDUCATION
Newsletters

FRIENDS OF THE MUSEUM 
FOUNDATION

Voices of the encyclopedia
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This approach has had a significant impact on the way in which the museum
operates, by connecting the processes of creation and generation of
knowledge, with the publication and discovery of knowledge.

The result of the project shows that when the point of view of developing
utilities for different audiences is adopted, it can significantly transform the
modes of production and consumption of materials which represent the
heritage and knowledge of the institution.

(Vid: Semantic Digital Model in the footer of the website of Prado Museum)

https://www.museodelprado.es/modelo-semantico-digital/el-prado-en-la-web
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2.2.3. new business 
opportunities based 
on Internet
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• Web responsive that supports, for example, the possibility of developing models
of augmented visit for different audiences

• Technical search engine for curators, archivists and researchers

• Prado-educational project for schools and teachers

• The Prado Multicultural and Multilanguage

• Generating specific websites based on temporary exhibitions or other conditions
determined by the current moment...
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3. The technology is not neutral:
It would not have been possible to carry out this project without the appropriate technological 

approach and the right technologies (Semantic Web)
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4. Principle of transformation:
it is published what everyone does; 
everyone works to the public
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According to the fact that it is visible what everyone does and it is published
what it is developed, when it is done; then the public may interrogate what
current and actually happens.

The technology makes transparency possible and real, giving current value to
the work of all areas of museum.

Principle of digital transformation: the principle of 
transparency
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Thank you!
Ricardo Maturana
riam@gnoss.com


